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ABSTRACT 

The advent of the 2019 new coronavirus (COVID-19) which was termed a pandemic 

has spread to 210 nations globally. It has had a considerable influence on health 

systems and economic, educational and social dimensions of current life. As the rate of 

transmission grows, numerous collaborative methods among stakeholders to create new 

techniques of screening, detecting and diagnosing COVID-19’s cases among human 

beings at a proportionate pace have emerged. Further, the value of computer models 

connected with the fourth industrial revolution technologies in attaining the intended 

achievement has been underlined. However, there remains a gap in terms of the 

accuracy of detection and prediction of COVID-19 cases and tracking contacts of 

infected patients. 

This research includes a study of computational approaches that may be implemented 

to better the performance of identifying and forecasting the COVID-19 pandemic cases. 

We concentrate on big data, artificial intelligence (AI) and nature-inspired computing 

(NIC) models that may be implemented in the present epidemic. The review showed 

that artificial intelligence models have been applied for the case identification of 

COVID-19. Similarly, big data platforms have also been employed for tracking 

contacts. However, the nature-inspired computing (NIC) models that have proven 

strong performance in feature selection of medical concerns have yet to be examined 

for case identification and tracking of contacts in the present COVID-19 epidemic. This 

work offers relevant significance for practitioners and researchers alike as it elucidates 

the potentials of NIC in the precise diagnosis of pandemic cases and optimal contact 

tracing.  

Keywords: contact tracing; 2019 novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19); nature-

inspired computing (NIC); artificial intelligence (AI); big data 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCING THE PROJECT 

INTRODUCTION 

Currently, in December 2019, the first COVID 19 pandemic found in the Chinese 

province of Wuhan, Hubei Province, infected 213 nations with reported cases of a total 

of 10,614,903, totalling 5,824,883, and death cases of a total of 5,824,883. 

COVID-19 spreads among people at an alarmingly astonishing pace, disrupting 

economies in many nations that are founded, among others, on medical, educational 

and transport sectors. The disease is very contagious and spread from an infected 

patient through respiratory goutlets. The mild COVID-19 instances are characterized 

by low breathing conditions, fever, sputum growth and muscular soreness, while severe 

instances may lead to pneumonia and multi-organ failure[2]. No scientifically verified 

COVID-19 vaccines are currently available. Universal research is one of the methods 

to "flat the bend" or slow down the spread when a vaccine is available. As a result, 

several regulatory methods were created, including tactile monitoring, social distancing 

or physical distance[3], extensive monitoring and inspection, and "lockdown," to 

reduce their influence on culture. In an epidemic for public health, contact tracing is 

particularly important to facilitate the possibility for early identification and to treat 

affected individuals, since information is important to manage the pandemic by public 

health authorities. Moreover, instances outside the transmission chain may start to 

occur when the pandemic dissemination surpasses the contact tracking effort. With the 

number of patients with COVID-19 increasing, health care and medical services are 

expanding significantly. It was deemed hard or difficult for developing nations' health 

systems to cope with the increase by the vast numbers. The lack of medical 

supplies/sets has frequently hindered the proper identification and treatment of infected 

patients in order to prevent further infections. Therefore, it is still vital for medical 

practitioners to develop highly sensitive screening tools to quickly discover suspected 

instances of COVID-19. 

Micro- and macro-economic institutional environments, particularly in terms of 

repriorisation and allotment of public sector expenditure to healthcare, decreases in 

household income, leading to changes in consumer habits and increased output costs 
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due to the volatile nature of the market environment[4], have an influence. African 

nations are not free from the economic consequences of the epidemic. 

In particular, in the airline sub-section of the transport industry, Ozili[5] has revealed a 

substantial reduction in revenues for African airlines, resulting in a loss of almost $400 

million. Furthermore, because of present linkages between the business and China's 

economy, the author observes the decrease in stocks of listed firms via several 

börsengroups on the continent – Johannesburg and Nairobi. Furthermore, the closure of 

internal borders in the nations concerned has significantly influenced both 80% and 

55% of the visits to tourism in the Tourist Sector of South Africa and Kenya[5]. 

In addition there is a huge increase for public health experts and the government in the 

newly announced COVID-19 that is disturbing. Those worries are based on the 

probability, especially in the amount of beds, fans and equipment (PPE) available and 

medical personnel required to cope with the COVID-19 event, of an overwhelming 

number of infections in health infrastructure. In emerging nations with an exceptional 

reputation for health facilities and well trained health workers[6,7] this is already true. 

Of industrialized nations like South Africa the status of health facilities is predicted to 

be swiftly overcome with the increase in COVID-19 cases[5,8,9]. This understanding 

and the necessity to manage global epidemic rates led to lock-offs of various markets, 

which culminated in travel limitations, social distance and the development of rapid 

testing platforms and the tracking of relationships. 

In order to minimize rapid transmission or flattening of the transmission curve, it is 

vital to identify and segregate contaminated cases[10]. Cases are thus necessary in 

order to control spread and reduce the death rate that is consistent with the rate of 

disease transmission between persons. Countries like Senegal, a western African 

country, have developed a speedy self-test kit with the use of human saliva and/or 

computing blood that would automatically diagnose COVID-19 symptoms for the 

needed health process to identify fast diagnostic test kits. [11] The report was 

published. AND ITS. 

However there is still worry over the supply of mass screening test kits. Other African 

countries like South Africa used the WhatsApp network and Mobile SMS to support 

predictive modeling and to plan an appropriate response for recorded instances. Though 
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academics are searching for methods to better predict COVID-19 occurrences that 

current artificial intelligence models challenge, it is also necessary to study the 

capabilities of computer models to contribute in this moment of crisis. In this regard, 

the effectiveness of the present model is the criteria for its use in cases and forecasts 

COVID-19. In this investigation, we looked at natural, enormous numbers and AI 

technology as true models for the identification and prevision of COVID-19. 

This interview offers an overview of where a patient has visited, sat with, had a meal 

and slept, to assist discover additional prospective connections with this historical 

knowledge[14]. Details of travel or activity may be seen as a question of mobility for 

people. The services of human mobility [15] may be used in rural regions where 

penetration of the network and internet infrastructure is restricted and in order to detect 

illnesses inside rural regions. 

The use of Google's Location History, for example, enables for the collection of human 

mobility data[16]; although the lack of GLH data utilizing mobile apps makes it 

difficult for users to grasp the way in which human mobility data is being 

collected[16]. Moreover, interoperable software are not available to guarantee that 

individuals may monitor communications utilizing different resources across nations. 

For diseases such as TB detection, the 2014 Ebola outbreak[17], 2003 ASR 

epidemic,[19] the 2012 Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS), 2012 Saudi 

Arabian Peninsula, and the 2015 MERS outbreak in South Korea, contact tracking 

techniques are used. 

Background information may be acquired from train stations, airports, bars, hospitals 

and shopping centers with a patient, who is invited to sit or supper. Data derived from 

such sources are organized or unstructured, which indicates that such data is 

preprocessed. Unbuilt or central data is a huge problem and hence touch tracking is one 

of the elements of large data. Trace details of communication may readily be studied by 

applying methods for big data analysis, for example for the necessary lock-downs of 

the "hot area" of COVID-19 occurrences. 

The most effective approach of preventing infections and saving the lives of millions of 

people is via testing and isolation by halting the chain of transmission[11]. The fourth 

industrial revolution (4IR), in particular artificial intelligence and extensive data, 
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should make a significant contribution to facilitating the road for contact tracking[21]. 

In particular in the field of patient-facing interface the development of AI-based 

solutions used for gaining medical photos and analyzing COVID-19 pandemic cases 

will assist automate the scanning and identification process[22]. Machine diagnostic 

tools are typically needed to effectively screen and identify occurrences. 

Big data is a phenomena that evolved every second by analyzing large volumes of 

unstructured data from multiple data sources[23]. The processing of this unstructured 

data is not often adapted to standard techniques of analysis for insight[24]. Big speed 

data may be defined, together with a large quantity of information and numerous 

sources (e.g., heterogeneous sources). 

Research Problem 

The big data problem is how the analysis will be carried out with some precision as 

soon as possible. Big data is now creating innovative tools that integrate learning 

system models to analyze data. Real-time analysis and forecasting of developments is 

the advantage of big data analytics. Big data in healthcare are concerned with the large 

amounts of health data from various sources, including medical imaging, pharmacy 

information, electronic medical reports and several others. The data on paticide 

treatment includes physicians, x-rays, case history, the list of doctors and nurses and 

records on outbreaks, Pham, Nguyen[21] called Large Data in connection with 

COVID-19.  

The contact details obtained from various outlets, hotels, airports, restaurants etc. may 

be related to as big data and can help to track everyone in direct contact with a reported 

case of COVID-19. While no term exists for the tracing of large data analytics, we 

describe it as the compilation and examination of social contact data from a variety of 

sources that change over time. 

Objectives of the Project 

The thesis is based on the fact that machine learning efficiency can be misleadingly 

strong when a class is under-represented or a dataset is restricted in terms of accuracy. 

The contribution of this paper is as follows: (1) to identify the current IA-basic 

interventions for the testing and diagnosis of COVID-19 pandemic cases and their use 

for contact tracing and case detection; (2) to explore the use of Big Data in contact 
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tracing and case detection; and, tracking is one of the control measures introduced, as 

discussed earlier during the presentation, to minimize COVID19 spread.  

"Especially in the early stages of an epidemic where such therapies have been limited" 

has been identified as a method for responding to infectious disease diseases in public 

health. Communication tracking has the benefit of being able to detect persons who are 

actually contaminated until serious signs occur and "the spread from the secondary 

cases will be avoided if done fast enough. The routine approach to touch tracking 

begins with an interview in a verified situation to find individuals with which the 

COVID-19 might be scattered face to face, or where a spray might occur.  
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

Artificial intelligence (AI) centers on the development of robots such as autonomous 

agents that can engage human behavior. The word "smart agents" applies to any 

autonomous apparatus that can see its environment and acts to increase its chances to 

succeed. When it operates autonomously, massive heterogeneous data sources are 

easily handled and data processed over a small time period. In this way, a number of 

those agents will contribute to inter and interactive machine operations, which are self-

learning mechanisms and can handle any challenge relevant to prediction. 

AI systems need to be trained with very expensive data sets before really being 

deployed to their real-world context, so the model learns from the whole dataset, thus 

generating memory data dependent performance (e.g., over-fitting). There are two 

significant approaches among several divisions of AI, computer education (ML) and 

profound learning (DL). ML usually means the capacity, and the output is highly 

dependent on the representative characteristics, to understand and derive relevant 

trends from results. 

ML is a basic design which consists of one plate, transforming raw input signals into an 

area for problems. These architectures are unfortunately only useful in solving 

restricted or basic issues. However, they are not formal or nuanced in coping with 

problems. Alternatively, DL is a class of algorithms that use several layers of 

representation in order to locate a dynamic and underlying connection in data. 

Representation learning enables a computer to obtain raw data and to find vector 

representations used to detect or classify a task automatically. The structures in high-

dimensional data that work best to predict the behavior of possible drug molecules, the 

impact of mutations in non-coding DNA on gene expression and disease are being 

greatly improved in profound learning. 

In several fields of application such as target recognition, drug development, or 

genomics, profound learning has enhanced the state-of-the-art. Using a back-

propagation algorithm, this improve is allowed to learn the internal parameters needed 

to calculate a new representation in its layer of previous layers. Deep learning was also 

used for visual tracking and medical image processing for target recognition. 
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PART II 

THE PRACTICAL FRAMEWORK
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

	
	
STUDY LIMITATIONS 

The research faced many limitations since it relied only on secondary data and on 

interviews and on limited number of variables since the study is considered very wide 

and all variables cannot be covered in one research.  

On the other hand, there was difficulty in collecting data since the research topic is new 

and there are not enough articles about it. This is considered as a major limitation.  
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CHAPTER 4: FINDINGS AND RESULTS 

DATA ANALYSIS METHOD 

The data implemented the mixed approach methodology throughout collecting data 

both from interviews and questionnaires. The interviews had been conducted with 

managers as for questionnaires it had been distributed using google forms for data 

collection and had been analyzed using the SPSS statistical tool 

FACT FINDING RESULTS 

The	Signal	Code	of	Responsibility	defines	a	collection	of	privileges	reserved	by	all	

data	objects,	including	DII	security.	There	should	also	be	some	dimensions	of	the	

Signal	Code:	The	right	to	information	applies	to	a	person's	ability,	during	a	crisis,	

to	generate,	view,	receive,	share	and	learn	from	information.	The	right	to	privacy	

relates	 to	 the	 safety	 of	 all	 hazard	 caused	 by	 abuse	 of	 information	 and	 ICTs	 and	

unforeseen	 effects,	 considering	 the	 vulnerability	 of	 communities	 threatened	 by	

crisis.		

Privacy	 and	 safety	 as	 a	 privilege	 applies	 to	 legally,	 ethically	 and	 technologically	

recognized	data	protection	and	privacy	practices	globally	recognized.	The	right	to	

information	 agency	 applies	 to	 the	 compilation,	 usage	 and	divulgation	 of	 PII	 and	

DII	 by	 the	 person	 and	 joint	 agencies.	 Finally,	 the	 correction	 and	 correction	 of	

evidence	is	often	a	solution	for	communities	and	people.		

The	abstract	presence	and	observance	of	these	rights	is	not	a	core	element	in	any	

of	these	points,	but	also	to	enable	appropriate	processes	for	the	implementation	of	

emergencies	to	persons	and	communities.	 In	other	terms,	humanitarian	workers	

are	compelled	to	define	protocols	to	ensure	the	rights	and	future	demands	of	the	

citizens	impacted.	  
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATION 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

This study is concerned with the use of big data analysis technology to deter and 

monitor major public health incidents. Firstly, we discussed the definition, 

characteristics and preventive problems of severe incidents of public health. The use of 

big data is a critical method in order to prevent and track major public health problems. 

Government will make full usage of Big Data for an outbreak in all fields of detection 

and monitoring, and will increase the process of epidemic prevention centered on Big 

Data Analysis. 

Data management technologies can be fully integrated in terms of information 

gathering for the Internet of Things, the use of mobile devices, browsers, search 

engines, social and broad-scale gene banks and networks. A platform for early warning 

detection of Big Data Analytics should be created, for example through the use of 

information collection-drived visual processing, deep learning and prediction analysis. 

It may be used for early informing and predicting, preparing, taking swift decisions and 

initiating emergencies. Secondly, policymakers may improve their Disease Response 

Mechanisms further on the basis of the big data review. Broad data technologies can be 

used for threat analysis, decision support, preparation, cooperation and logistical 

support. Disaster prediction uses statistics study of dynamic models of infectious 

diseases in conjunction with data to predict case criticality, aid decision-making, report 

and respond quickly. In the survey and contact of the affected population through 

identification of the source of an epidemic, the analysis of graphical datasets and spatial 

data systems may be significantly advantageous. 

Thirdly, a mechanism for the remediation of outbreaks should be established by the 

Government with the objective to research broad data and to promote the sharing of big 

data in different regions, industries and platforms. This means using big data for 

anxiety prevention, healing, auditing and policy adjustment. The disclosure of the 

disease condition in real time and clarifying rumors will make big data more relevant 

for the public. 
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The Big Data model can also be used for quantifying the political, economic and social 

impact of the epidemic, supporting political decision making, changing strategies, 

integrating actions to dissuade and oppose and facilitating rapid economic recovery. 

Big data analytics is merely a method to help forecast and track ex-ante and ex-post. 

Big data analytics have some disadvantages and grounds. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

This research reflects on the usage of Big Data Analytics technologies for preventing 

and controlling large accidents in public health. We explained first of all the concept of 

serious public health accidents, their characteristics, and their preventive problems. The 

usage of Big Data is a valuable tool for helping deter and monitor large public health 

issues in order to deal with these difficulties. In all areas of prevention and control, 

governments can allow full use of the use of big data in an epidemic and can enhance 

the epidemic prevention process based on big data analysis. 

Data processing systems for the Internet of Things, smart devices, browsers and search 

engines, social networking and large-scale gene banks should be thoroughly developed 

in terms of knowledge collection. An early warning identification framework for big 

data analytics needs to be developed, e.g. utilizing visual processing, deep learning, and 

forecasting analysi techniques, based on knowledge collection. 

This can be used to inform and predict early, develop preparations, take quick decisions 

and start emergency mechanisms. Second: as a basis of big data analysis, policymakers 

may further enhance their outbreak response systems. For hazard identification, support 

for decisions, planning and collaboration and logistical support, large data technology 

may be used. Disaster detection utilizes statistical analysis of infectious disease 

complex models in combination with data to forecast criticality of a case, help decision 

making, report and take prompt action. The analysis of graphical databases and 

geographical data structures may be of considerable advantage in the tracking and 

interactions of infected people by identifying the origins of an outbreak. 

Third, the Government should develop a framework for an outbreak remediation 

focused on the study of large data and to encourage big data exchange in various areas, 

sectors and platforms. This involves the usage of large data to prevent fear, to heal, 
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evaluate audits and adapt policies. Big data would be convenient to enhance public 

concern by the unveiling of the disease condition in real time and rumor clarification. 

The model of big data will also be used to quantify political, economic and social 

effects of the outbreak, to support policymakers in taking appropriate decisions, to 

change policies, integrate steps to deter and resist and to facilitate a swift economic 

recovery. Big data analytics was simply a supporting tool for the prediction and 

monitoring of ex-ante and ex-post. There are certain drawbacks and premises for the 

big data analytics. 

For example, certain early warning approaches of big data may be used specifically 

with diseases that scientists recognize now such as influenza in terms of forecasting in 

advance when they have collected specific huge data. Given that the first wave of 

modern viruses has been generated, it will not be feasible to produce Big Data directly, 

so Big Data technologies cannot be used for instant research. 

Nonetheless, researchers could investigate the mixture of information that may 

influence the way a virus is generated through other factors important for analytical 

purposes, such as the prevalence of internal and external causes (climates or other 

epidemics) and the likelihood of a virus occurring in advance. In addition, deployment 

and management of Big Data must take into account administrative privileges, 

preservation of privacy and costs, and so on, and balancing of priorities and the 

avoidance of public epidemics in order to maintain their functionality. 
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